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BARISTA PERFECT BLEND
BIRCH | HERITAGE | 5 ¼" | CHASED | MATTE FINISH

The Barista will have the effect of an espresso on your décor. The 
detailed work of the full and wide 5 ¼ in chased boards matches 
perfectly the warmth and full-bodied light shades of the Birch. The 
Barista is the perfect blend: a diversified pallet of tints mixed with 
rich characteristics. Just like the delicious smell of your first morning 
coffee, the Barista will awake your senses and create an atmosphere 
of comfort in your home.

BARISTA

PRODUCT CERTIFIED
FOR LOW CHEMICAL
EMISSIONS :
UL.COM/GG UL 2818

NEW PRODUCTS
UNIQUE COLLECTION



SYDNEY COSMOPOLITE
SILVER MAPLE | 4 ¼" | CHASED | MATTE FINISH

Just like the city where it takes its name, the Sydney is all about 
diversity, rhythm and possibilities. No matter what colours or styles 
you choose, the Sydney will shine, day or night. Due to its colours 
variations, chased marks and the look of the finish, the Sydney will 
never go out of style.

TASMANIE RAW BEAUTY
BIRCH | 7" | MATTE FINISH

The Tasmanie is the definition of contradiction! One part evokes a dark 
and mystic mystery about demons and the other part recalls a paradisiac 
postcard picture full of dreamy and exotic landscapes. The wide 7 in 
boards are characterized by this dichotomy. The Tasmanie was made to 
honor the warm natural shades of the Birch. It revealed its warmth and 
authenticity by balancing the darker shades and highlighting the raw 
beauty of the mysterious scattered marks on the boards.

EVEREST LARGER THAN LIFE
BIRCH | 7" | MATTE FINISH

To conquer the Everest is one of the most demanding challenges one 
could take. Defining the finish, the colour and the look of this floor was 
not as exhausting as climbing a mountain, but it did require a touch of 
madness! Everything in this floor evokes the raw power of nature, from 
the 7 in boards to the purity of the Birch. The Everest is a synonym of 
respect for the nature. This floor will adapt itself to simple décors, 
metamorphosing from season to season.

ATHENA

EVEREST

ATHENA PROTECTIVE FORCE
MAPLE | 5 ¼" | CHASED | MATTE FINISH

With its protective soul, the Athena looks like it has been forged 
directly by the gods. The goddess Athena was protecting creative 
people, and the warm shades and temperate accents of this 
product are our way to honor her work. Athena will definitely be the 
centerpiece of your décor, setting the tone for all the other elements. 
With its chased marks from another era, the royal look of the wide 
boards and its soothing pigmentation, the Athena has definitely the 
essence of a masterpiece.  

SYDNEY TASMANIE


